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in any case, i had cleaned the print head with gfc1 (by the factory) and made sure that it was empty with gfc2. i also removed the contact rods from the print head to make sure that they were free of dirt and that they were the correct distance from the nozzles. i then followed your advice and
charged all channels with piezoflush using the initial charge command in the adjustment program. at this point my printer reported no missing channels and they all pinked out. the print with no sound setup option works fine for me, but i don't have information about how to get the units for
that. if you haven't already checked with your local authorized service provider, they may be able to help you with this. also, the unit that ships with the printer (the 4900-e) doesn't have a headphone jack, so that may be a problem. i did follow your instructions as far as the initial charge, but

the ca and lb have the same problem - missing or broken nozzles. i think the ca/lb should be the same. i have done several ink adjustments and made sure to run the full gfc cycle with the units each time to ensure ink was available. the print head is new. i have also done a firmware update. so
the one that came with the printer (4900-e) doesn't have a headphone jack, so that may be a problem. the service provider in my area said that if you remove the internal speakers on the printer you might get more noise but it seems to be working fine for me. thank you so much for your

post. i too have an older unit, but is different from yours in that mine is linked to the front side port. i also have had the same type of problem but with no missing channels, just sub characters or a group of sub characters is gone. i was able to fix it by cleaning print head nozzles and using the
same gfc cycle.
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i have tried the following, but nothing seems to work. i get the error message: 10000008. the whole printer shuts down. i can get it to print again by removing the ink bottles, removing the end panels and reattaching. i then go into the adjustment program and hit the nozzles check button - but
i still get the same error code. i have also done the all-channel-purge and head-clean, and i have also done an ink check. in my first ink check, i noted that the 2nd, 4th and 5th nozzles were not working. i re-ran the ink check, and the 2nd, 4th and 5th nozzles were working fine. yet still the

error code. i tried using the epson-ink-check app, and that did not work either. i then replaced the cartridge, nozzle-by-nozzle, and the problem did not go away. i am thinking that it is the cartridge. i do not know for sure, as i am not a printer expert, but the outer case of the cartridge is
cracked in a few places, and the cartridge has a slight bubble in the ink at the very top of the cartridge. after following your advice (reset epson waste ink pad counter), reset the printer and reinstalled the cartridges and set the button to initial charge, i have successfully filled in the missing

channel. thank you for your time and effort. i have reinstalled the ink cartridges, the problem still exists. i have seen this problem on my own printer at home, and i have seen this problem at work. i have also had this problem with two printers at work - one a business printer, the other a home
printer. the business printer is a epson r450, and the home printer is a epson r1800. i am sorry to say that i have found no solution to this problem. it appears to have something to do with ink levels being low, and when the ink level is low, the ink nozzles are not pumping, which in turn results

in the red lights coming on and the printer telling you that the ink is low. 5ec8ef588b
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